No need to introduce Daneboe's General Theory (reference: Annoying Orange). Its basic statements are:
1. All humans seem same, but they are of course, not.
2. How to measure differences? A clue is that behavioral differences had epigenetic effects on
evolution of surrounding life animal and more importantly (for measurement purpose), plants
3. (Plant being a direct input in type of edible plant material), general theory or thumb rule of
society is:

Known in popular propaganda as
Real identity
Body structure doctrine

Human type 1
True human
Zombie (herdist), "NT" (or OK, OK,
"Aspergian")
Low quality

Body structure doctrine effects

Pro-survival mutation/expansion
of "banal" organs and group size

Ideology

Reproduction before perfection
Commonly available
Linear thinking (verbal, social etc.)
Classical zombie verbal terrorism:
Repetition of herdist dogma
"Vegetable" family

Mental process
Output
Associated edible plant material

Human type 2
"Evil elf" etc.
(Individualist), "Aspergian"
High quality; typically organs
have golden ratio, logical
beauty
Typically no survival problems,
but at times, we see prosurvival mutation/expansion of
exotic organs (e.g. breasts), or
very rarely (e.g.: in heaven, hell
etc.) group size (but that is not
a good and healthy trend at all)
Perfection before reproduction
Rare availability
More nonlinear thinking
Creative
"Fruit" family

4. (Of course, the fact that people are mobile while plants are not, means that this theory has
limitations and exceptions).
5. Also more importantly, the more objective definition (avg. of tastiness (e.g. sweetness) and
nutrition value) is preferable to the "fruit"/"vegetable" labels which may cause mislabeling, e.g.:
• Unripeness-prone "fruits" (e.g.: plum, green mango) are more like "vegetables"
• Sourness in "fruits"; e.g. grandpa lemon might be more like a vegetable in a bleak sense
• Controversial labels (confusion whether apple, tomato, mango etc. are fruits or vegetables)
Important note: Anti-fool culture, though not invalid, means that vegetables/fools are not entirely at
fault (fate vs. destiny). Besides, labeling causes extremism i.e. "terrorist" (vegetable extremist) as well as
"juggalo" ("fruit" style extremist).
Leaving behind both populist vegetable consensus and action-oriented realism e.g. grapefruitism (it has
been criticized as "virus" and causes dangerous anti-hero politics e.g. Nazi regime).. more discussion and
recognition must be given to:
1. Non-regionalist diplomats (sweet orange) linked people
2. reform executive (midget "apple" (sic) linked people
3. full spectrum diplomatic representatives i.e. white inside fruit (pear, litchi etc.) linked people.

